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ity of the  desired transfer-function matrix T,(s) is that the matrix 
equation (9) is consistent for m > 3 m  (i.e., for the case  where  there are 
more equations than unknowns). However, as it is seen below, t h i s  
condition is not sufficient. 
Suppose that it is  required to test the admissibility of a desired 
transfer-function matrix TAs). Also consider another transfer-function 
matrix Tu@), for which 
Td(s) and T&) give rise to the same values for the matrices Jp and 4. 
Now, if these  matrices  make  (9)  consistent,  only one of the transfer-func- 
tion matrices need be admissible. And thus the condition that (9) is 
consistent for r = p  is not sufficient for admissibility of Td(s). 
However, since the elements of Tds) are ratios of finite-order poly- 
nomials  in s, there is an upper  limit on the value of “p“ for which the 
above equality (11) holds for distinct Td(s) and T,(s). The closed-loop 
system  with the PID controller is of order (n + mXsee [ lOD. The numera- 
tor of the elements of TAs) are polynomials of maximal order (n + m - l) 
and denominators are polynomials of maximal order (n+m). Hence, 
taking the gains into account, (1  1) can hold for distinct T , s )  and T,(s) if 
p<{2(n+m)-1}.Foranyvalueofp>{2(n+m)-1},theequality(11) 
will hold  only if Tds) and Tu@) are identical. The following  result is thus 
reached. 
Lemma: A desired  transfer-function  matrix Tds) is  admissible if and 
only if (9) is consistent for r = 2(n + m). 
From the lemma the problem of the admissibility  test is reduced to a 
test for consistency of (9). 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the admissibility of (9) is 
given  by  (see, e.g., [ 11D 
J , J~K,=K, ,  r=2(n+m) (12) 
where i,(]) is a { 1)-inverse of matrix J,. (For a detailed treatment of and 
methods for the computation of { 1)-inverses  see, e.g., [ 111.) 
IV. EVALUATION OF THE CONTROLLER 
Once admissibility has been established through (12), the controller 
parameters can be determined from (9),  i.e. 
where Y is an arbitrary (3m x m )  matrix. Note that if the matrix 
{ Y-$IVr Y} is the null matrix then the controller parameters are 
determined  uniquely. Notice also that since the results are independent 
of numbers a, chosen from the set 2, these numbers are, naturally, 
chosen to be real to facilitate computation. 
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Guaranteed Margins for LQG  Regulators 
JOHN C. DOYLE 
INTRODUCTION 
Considerable attention has been  given  lately to the issue of robustness 
of linear-quadratic (LQ) regulators. The recent work by Safonov and 
Athans [l] has extended to the multivariable case the now well-known 
guarantee of 60” phase and 6 dB gain margin for such controllers. 
However, for even the single-input, single-output case there has r e  
mained the question of whether there exist any guaranteed margins for 
the full LQG (Kalman filter in the loop)  regulator. By counterexample, 
this note answers that question; there are none. 
A standard two-state  single-input singlsoutput LQG control problem 
is posed for which the resulting closed-loop regulator has arbitmily 
small gain margin. 
EXAMPLE 
Consider the following: 
a given  transfer-function matrix with the use of multivariable PID 
controllers. The admissibility matrix [JJ,(I)X;- X;] can be used, by a 
suitable definition of a norm, to generate admissible transfer-function 
matrices if the desired one is not admissible. This is the subject of future 
investigation. Apart from the aforementioned point, no guideline has where ( X , , X ~ ,  14, and y denote the usual states, control input, and 
been given in the report for the choice of the desired transfer matrix. measured output, and where w and u are Gaussian white noises with 
intensities u >O and 1, respectively. 
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Let  performance integral have  weights 
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and 
R= 1. 
Note that the estimation and control problems have identical (dual) 
solution  matrices. 
It can be shown analytically that the optimal gain vector g in u =  
-g’x may be written as a function of q as 
A similar relation holds between the optimal filter gain k and (I. For 
simplicity,  let 
and 
k = d [  :] 
where f = 2 + -  and d = 2 + - .  
Suppose that the  resulting  closed-loop  controller  has a scalar gain m 
(nominally unity) associated with the input matrix. Only the nominal 
value of this gain is known to the filter. The full systcm matrix then 
becomes 
Evaluation of the characteristic polynomial  is rather tedious,  but  reveals 
that only  the last two terms are functions of m. The linear term is 
d + f - 4 + 2 ( m -  1)df 
and the constant term is 
l + ( l - - m ) d f .  
A necessary condition for stability is that both terms be positive. It is 
easy to see that for sufficiently  large d and f (or q and a), the system  is 
unstable for arbitrarily small perturbations in m in either  direction. Thus, 
by choice of q and u the gain margins  may  be made arbitrarily small. 
It is interesting to note that the margins deteriorate as control weight 
gets small and/or system driving noise gets large. In modem control 
folklore, these have often been considered ad hoc means of improving 
sensitivity. 
It is also important to recognize that vanishing  margins are not only 
associated  with  open-loop unstable systems. It is easy to construct 
minimum  phase,  open-loop stable counterexamples for which the 
margins are arbitrarily small. 
The point of these examples is that LQG solutions, unlike LQ solu- 
tions,  provide no global  system-independent guaranteed robustness 
properties. Like their more classical colleagues, modern LQG  designers 
are obliged to test  their margins for each speafic design. 
It may, however, be possible to improve the robustness of a given 
design by relaxing the optimality of the filter with respect to error 
properties. A promising approach appears to be the introduction of 
certain fictitious  ystem  noises  in  the  filter  design  procedure. This 
approach wil be the topic of future papers. 
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A Note on the  Characteristic  Frequency Loci of 
Multivariable Linear Optimal Regulators 
I. POSTLETHWAITE 
Abstruct--lhis note outlines a procedure for determining the asymp 
totic  behavior  of the optimal  closed-loop poles of a multivariable timein- 
variant linear regulator, as the weight on the input in the performance 
criterion approaches zero. It is based on an association of the optimal 
characteristic  frequency loci with the branches of an algebraic function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper by Kwakernaak [I], the asymptotic loci of the 
optimal  closed-loop  poles of the  multivariable  time-invariant linear regu- 
lator were considered, as the weight on the input in the performance 
criterion approached zero. Kwakernaak  showed that the poles  going to 
infinity group into several  Butterworth configurations of different orders, 
and also  gave a method for determining  them. In this note an equivalent 
procedure is  presented  which  determines the Butterworth patterns using 
a well-established technique in algebraic function theory, that is, the 
“Newton diagram” approach for finding the series expansions of an 
algebraic function q(u) in the  neighborhood of a point u,, (see [2] or [3]). 
Although  this  is an equivalent method to that given  by Kwakemaak, the 
essential simplicity of the approach is emphasized in the setting of 
algebraic function theory. The method also complements recent re- 
search, (for  example 141, [SI and [SI), in  which algebraic function theory 
has  been  used to develop  complex  variable  methods  in the analysis and 
design of linear multivariable  feedback  systems. 
The method is founded on an association of the optimal characteristic 
frequency loci with the branches of an appropriate algebraic function. 
The Newton  diagram  technique is then used to find the  first  terms in the 
series expansions for the branches of the algebraic function which are 
sufficient to determine the asymptotic behavior of the optimal closed- 
loop poles. A fuller  exposition of the use  of the Newton  diagram  is found 
in [6],  where the asymptotic behavior of the closed-loop poles for a 
time-invariant linear multivariable  feedback  system is determined. 
The definition of an algebraic function is given in Section 11, and in 
Section I11 the optimal characteristic frequency loci are shown to be 
branches of an appropriate algebraic function. In Section IV it is shown 
how the Newton diagram can be used to determine the asymptotic 
behavior of the optimal closed-loop poles. Finally, in Section V the 
procedure is demonstrated by an example. 
11. DEFINITION OF AN ALGEBMC FUNCTION 
Let A(q,u) be a polynomial in q of the form 
~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ = f O ( u ) q m + f , ( ~ ~ q ” - ’ + ~ ~ ~  +f,(U)  (2.1) 
where  each  coefficient {J(u): i =  1,2,. . . ,m} is itself a polynomial in u 
with coefficients in the domain of complex  numbers. Then an algebraic 
function is a function q(u) defined for values of u in  the  complex  o-plane 
by an equation of the form 
A(q,u)=O. (2.2) 
The polynomial A(q,u) can be rewritten as a polynomial in v with 
coefficients  which are themselves  polynomials in q, and when  considered 
in this way, (2.2) defines an algebraic function u(q). 
For a fixed value of u,uo say, (2.2) has m solutions which are called 
branches of q(u), and in the neighborhood of uo the branches are 
representable by  power  series  expansions [3] .  
It is assumed in the above definition that A(q,u) is an irreducible 
polynomial in (q,v), that is, that A(q,u) is not the product of two or 
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